Interesting Wolf Facts You’ll Discover in the Novel Wolves
1. Did the state of Minnesota ever pay a bounty for killing wolves?
2. Have wolves ever killed a human?
3. Which of the following species are more deadly to humans
than wolves?
a. cougar
b. crocodile
c. bear
d. shark
e. all of the above
4. Do wolf-dog hybrids make good pets?
5. Is it legal to breed wolf-dog hybrids in Minnesota?
6. Which of the following is the primary species of wolf that lives
in Minnesota?
a. Arctic Wolf
b. Eastern Timber Wolf
c. Gray Wolf
d. Rocky Mountain Wolf
e. Mexican Wolf
7. What is the scientific name for the wolf?
8. How large in inches is a typical adult wolf’s foot?
9. How large is a coyote’s foot?
10. Do wolves and coyotes ever breed, creating wolf-coyote hybrids?
11. What kinds of wolves are being protected by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service in the
American Southwest?
12. Do coyotes and wolves use the same technique to bring down sheep?
13. Do ravens ever follow wolves?
14. According to Williston Winthrop (and recent Minnesota DNR statistics), are wolf kills of
Minnesota domesticated animals (livestock and pets) on the rise?

Pages on which answers can be found:
1) p. 28 [Yes, ended in 1965], 2) p. 41 [Yes, only two recorded instances so far, 2005 miner in Saskatchewan,
2010 woman jogger in Alaska], 3) p. 42 [E, all of the above], 4) p. 25 [No], 5) p. 25 [Yes], 6) p. 168 [c. Gray
Wolf], 7) p. 17 [Canis lupus], 8) p. 35 [4.5 inches], 9) p. 35 [2.5 inches], 10) p. 36 [Yes], 11) p. 37 [Mexican
Gray Wolves], 12) p. 34 [No, coyotes dart and nip at flanks, while wolves are more likely to attempt a frontal,
more lethal attack (e.g., tearing at the throat)] 13) p. 34 [Yes], 14) p. 28 [Yes].
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